2010 gti engine

The Golf is back for , with its now legendary GTI model leading the performance charge. While
the combination isn't going to blow the competition's doors off from a pure performance
perspective, the GTI remains quick and more importantly, buttoned down and eminently fun to
drive. It's also relatively fuel efficient for a vehicle in its class. While the GTI isn't exactly a
bargain, you get what you pay for in this case. It's interior is hands down the best in its class,
with a fit-and-finish and materials that set it apart from its pocket-rocket competitors. Besides
its revised exterior, which features updates most notably to its front end, along with its
spruced-up interior, the model year GTI also receives touchscreen controls for both audio and
Bluetooth. The GTI's Mark VI revamp brings new styling that is edgier, a bit wider and less
bubbly than the previous generation model. The front end features a new grille and cleaner
appearance and the rear integrates a subtle roof spoiler and diffuser-type rear val. Inside, little
is changed from the previous generation, using a similar clean, clear layout of instruments and
controls. Materials are high-quality standard equipment includes a tilting and telescoping
steering wheel and an auxiliary input jack. The GTI is the enthusiast's choice with a sport-tuned
suspension and horsepower turbocharged engine. We found the GTI to be a perfectly balanced
blend between performance and refinement. It's not going to win any drag races with its
competition, but it will likely outhandle them when the going gets twisty. Front, side curtain and
side thorax airbags are standard for the driver and front passenger, side thorax airbags are
optional for rear passengers. Traction and stability control are also standard equipment. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price
depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an
approximation. See All Specs. Upscale interior feel Refined performance Relatively fuel efficient.
Could use a slight power bump Pricy. All Model Years New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s
to search. Trim Select Trim. EPA Classification Compact. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Engine
Order Code NA. Fuel System FSI. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling
System Capacity quarts 8. Transmission Order Code NA. Number of Transmission Speeds 6.
First Gear Ratio :1 3. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth
Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 4. Clutch Size
NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length
inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width
inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 5. Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions.
Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front
Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches NA. Second Row Head Room inches Second
Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Trunk
Space cubic feet NA. Steering Ratio :1 Turns, lock to lock 3. Rear Suspension Type 4-Link.
Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness
inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches
NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 17 x 7. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear
Wheel Size inches 17 x 7. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches NA. Spare
Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire Size Compact. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch
pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight,
weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch
pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity amps
Cloth seat trim. Multi-function trip computer -inc: trip time, trip length, average trip speed,
average trip fuel consumption, current fuel consumption, miles to empty, radio station display,
personalizing functions, compass. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add
your complaint? During moderate acceleration, engine cuts power, epc light and check engine
light comes on. Vehicle goes into limp mode, and engine will not turn more than RPM, and has
no power to accelerate. Engine develops misfires and idles very roughly. Engine may stall.
Turning key off and back on does not remedy the problem. Disconnecting the battery will turn
the epc and check engine lights off, but under next moderate acceleration, epc and check
engine lights come back on, and problems come back. These problems have happened multiple
times in traffic on the interstate and in the city. The vehicle has stalled at stop signs and traffic
lights. It has also stalled during acceleration. This problem started happening on August 6th
and has continued to happen. Add Complaint. While driving the steering wheel, gas pedal and
engine will studder and cause epc light to come on with check engine light. Turning off the car
and turning back on will sometimes correct problem but will come back shortly after. Car will
not accelerate without stalling out. Almost like the computers forgot how to accelerate the car
and use the engine. Car was getting onto highway when this happened but does happen during
regular driving. Car jumps and studders and the engine wants to shut down since it cant
accelerate or shift higher, rpms go down to point of car stalling. Car overheated and broke down

on route 95 in Virginia due to a defective water pump. This is the third water pump in less than 3
years and miles that has gone bad in this vehicle. The currently has miles. The first water pump
failed with miles. The second pump failed with miles. The third pump failed with miles. There is
no reason for water pump failures this frequently. All service was done at Volkswagen of
fredericksburg Have a Gti where there is a known issue with the timing chain tensioner failing.
There is a service bulletin for this issue. And of course VW knowing this was a problem
changed the design in newer cars. Vehicle was purchased from a Volkswagen dealer with miles
and maintained through service at dealership including regular oil changes. Less than two
years later, at roughly , miles the timing chain tensioner failed randomly while driving resulting
in valve damage and ultimately full engine failure. Vehicle was coming out of a turn at
approximately 24 mph, safely in 3rd gear, and failed about 2 seconds after throttle was applied.
No possible warning from VW or their service techs and no scheduled maintenance interval for
this part. Had this happened in a more traffic filled area, there may have been a very high
chance of a collision or other safety concern. The timing chain tensioner slipped and blew the
cams. The clutch was also bad. Every person I talked to when I had to buy a new engine knew
that VW Gti or golfs had this notorious issue. We had only owned the car for 9 months and had
to buy an entire new engine because of this problem that everyone in the car industry knew
about already. I was driving in traffic when the engine started to run rough and loud. I had to
pull over and turn it off. When trying to turn it back on it started up and continued to run rough. I
had the vehicle towed to the shop. When they looked at it they told me the engine needed to be
replaced due to the timing chain tensioner failing. When I asked about when I was supposed to
have this service done they told me its not listed in the owners manuel or at any service interval
up to this point. The part is not on any list of service for the car yet failed at 93K miles. VW
should issue a recall for this problem because they didn't report it to me as something that
could break. I was told when I bought the car that the timing chain and tensioner should last the
life of the vehicle which should be much higher then 93K. This is a common issue in all VW tsi
engines and can happen as early as 40K, VW needs to fix this and warn existing customers.
Vehicle was stationary and parked. It would not start. The engine tried to turn over but would
not stay running. It was taken to a Volkswagen dealer service department for diagnosis. After
some research it appears that this is a known design issue with the tensioner part and there is a
technical service bulletin tsb issued for it but no recall. It is very like to occur for all Volkswagen
models with the 2. This could have been life threatening if the failure had occurred while the
vehicle was in motion, especially at higher speeds. Timing chain tensioner failure - the car was
parked for the night. In the morning I went to start it. I would not start. There were no lights or
error codes. Towed to the dealership. The dealership stated zero compression and bent valves.
They stated I need a new engine. They offered no help what so ever. Volkswagen of America
just keeps stating the car was out of warranty. There is a tsb, multiple complaints on the
internet regarding tiguans, Gti's and passats. This engine has had this problem happening for
years from to VW will not accept any responsibility. The car sputtered, shook, and made an
awful sound similar to a ton of marbles in a drier machine. The timing chain went at roughly 82,
miles. According to VW literature they stated that the reason they went back to a timing chain is
that it is a lifetime, nonserviceable part. VW did not want to assist with anything. We purchased
and we were servicing our VW Gti at autobarn mt. In the last 2 years we replaced all ignition
coils at different time intervals and twice for cylinder 2. First, this kind of problem can easily
generate an accident, if one ignition coil fails at the wrong time and the wrong place when
passing or driving on a mountain road. Second, the ignition coils are poorly designed and they
go bad way too fast making the car undriveable. Costly towing was required almost every time.
Third, the VW dealership should advise customers to replace all coils in the same time at the
first sign of trouble. I was told that the ignition coil should last up until K mileage and this gave
out at 65K and caused engine misfiring and almost engine failure. Volkswagen has similar
recalls for their ignition coils and I think the VW Gti should be included. Thank you. Vehicle was
running very rough. Hard to start. Had it towed to North penn VW. They diagnosed it as a
defective timing chain tensioner. Two managers and a tech said the part failed and it should not
have. They said it was of no fault of my own. They suggested I contact VW since it was a
defective part. I did and they said they would not be able to help me since it out of warranty. It is
a known problem on all VW's. The car stalled and lost power while driving. No power and no
time to allow safely to move the car to the shoulder. Almost cause a rear end collision. The
contact owns a Volkswagen Gti. The contact stated that the check engine warning lamp
illuminated and the engine started to shudder and misfired. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
where the technician diagnosed that the intake manifold needed to be replaced and all of the
valves needed to be clean. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not
repaired. The failure mileage was 63, The current mileage was 64, We don't think we're sucking

up too much if we state that Volkswagen's GTI is the only true icon among compact hatchbacks.
It's been around for 33 years now, and every generation of the Golf has worn the GTI moniker
since it first debuted in as an unlikely engineering project. The GTI began life as a segment
buster. When it was launched, it was intended to entice cool and trendy urban types who
wanted to lay waste to far bigger, far more traditional coupes and family sedans. The GTI did
just that, and it was a sensation. The car wasn't cheap, but it was well executed and an absolute
blast to drive. The recipe hasn't changed much, and VW hopes neither have customer
preferences. The new, sixth-generation GTI is based on the Golf the Rabbit moniker is finally
dead , according to Jochen Sengpiehl, executive director of Volkswagen marketing , and it
offers a welcome hp premium over the hp, 1. The new GTI makes hp at rpm, produced by a
turbocharged direct-injection 2. In fact, VW now speaks of it as a new engine generation.
Maximum torque is lb-ft, available over a wide plateau from to rpm. The previous GTI made hp
and the same lb-ft, although peak torque occurred over a narrower band from to rpm.
Unfortunately, only overseas buyers will get to enjoy the new powerplant's added grunt, as the
U. The increase in power translates into impressive street performance. Zero to 62 mph takes 6.
Still, the GTI gets 32 mpg combined in the European cycle, and fuel economy creeping toward
30 mpg is entirely realistic even for passionate drivers. Notable alternatives will be an R-badged
version of the Golf, possibly dubbed R20 and to be powered by a hp turbo four, and a
diesel-powered GTD model with all the styling cues of the GTI. The latter will be powered by a
hp turbo-diesel that serves up a whopping lb-ft of torque and can propel the car to mph. In other
words, it will run circles around every small hybrid on the market while returning 44 mpg in the
European cycle. Technology features include the standard electronic differential, dubbed XDS.
In fast corners, it applies slight brake pressure to the inner wheel, which sends more torque to
the outer wheels. Understeer is thus subtly reduced, and corner-exit speeds improve. Despite
its pounds, the GTI is highly tossable and always eager to go for a romp. If you overdo it, the
standard electronic stability control kicks in gently and with enough of a delay to let you keep
playing. You can't switch it off entirely, tho
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ughâ€”get on the brakes, and ESP will reengage. The GTI has always embraced a happy
compromise between sportiness and everyday comfort, leaning a bit toward the firm side. We
didn't get a chance to sample a GTI with the standard suspension, but we'd consider skipping
the optional DCC adaptive chassis, which offers three settings: default; comfort, which softens
things up slightly; and sport, which we liked best because it firms up the steering along with the
suspension. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of View Photos. Driven, Again. Through the Years. Expand Collapse. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives.

